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'Day of Servic:e' creates
new attitude of compassion
for photographer PAGE 12

Morgan wins 200th
game II basketball
held coach PAGE 10

Covenant vows
·l

Mat;ripge act holds couples' commitments to higher standard
ANDREA STEELE
student reporter
Gov. Mike Huckabee and
his wife, Janet, renewed their
marriage vows before a crowd
of more than 6,400 people at
Alltel Arena Feb. 14 during
the Arkansas Celebration of
Marriage.
.The first couple of Arkansas
arranged the event to promote
Covenant Marriage, a marital
option that holds spouses to a
higher level of commitment. The
state's Covenant Marriage Act
was passed in 2001 and was
created to help curb Arkansas'
divorce rate, which is the third
highest in the nation. Arizona
and Louisiana are the only other
states that offer the Covenant
Marriage option.
~totheArkailsas.gov

Web site, Cl'.luples may choose to
be married by Covenant Marriage or later convert their
traditional marriages to the
Coveruint option.
Covenant-married couples
will be. granted divorces only
after a period of separation and
marital counseling, according
to the law. This option legally
binds them to a limited number
of exceptions for divorce without
counseling including adultery
and physical or sexual abuse
in the marriage.
Dr. Howard Norton, executive director of the Institute for
Church and Family, said Covenant Marriages will help couples
create greater bonds.
''I think Covenant Marriage is a move in the right

direction and will strengthen
Junior Becky Tankersley said
marriage," Norton said. ''It the Covenant choice is odd.
incorporates some concepts
"[Covenant Marriage] seems
that will help people not rush strange," Tankersley said. "[You
into marriage or into divorce must choose] do you want a simwhen something goes a little ple marriage or do you want
bit wrong."
the harder marriagf:)?"
Norton said
"I think Covenant
there are couples
While the
Marriage is a move
that believe by creHuckabees proin the right direction
ating a second
moted Covenant
and will strengthen
level of marriage
Marriage inside
the government
the arena, nearmarriage."
is underrating
ly 100 protesters
their traditional
assembled outside
HOWARD NORTON,
marriage.
in support of gay
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF ICF
''Some are conrights. Many of the
protestors said the
cerned that when
people have Covstate was using
enantMarriages and others have taxpayer money to support a
what we might call regular mar- "religious ritual."
riages, the Covenant Marriages
In a news conference after
will devalue the si~cance of the event;, the governor said the
regular marriages," he s_aid. "I :ji65,00Q affair was aid for e~-.
· carn.mderstand their viewpoint, tirely by private donat;ions: ·
but~ don't agree wit'Q the~ con"ITtaxpayers knew how much
clusion. Covenant Marriage is we spend on broken marriages,
an affirmation that committing they'd be begging ·us to SRend
to a husband-Wife relationship more to keep them togethef.,'!
is s erious business."
Huckabee said. •
·\ ·

Loyal RowJties
Freshmen Steven Gorder, Eric Marrero and Steven Runyon wait in line Feb. 22 with hundreds of
Bison fans in the Ga~us Athletic Center to pick up their tickets, which are required for admittance, to
Saturday's home basketball game against HenderSon State. The athletic office distributed 1,1 00 tickets
to students in two hours, according to Greg Hamden athletic director.
~'\'t.

··:

·~·~·,
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Reports suggest Red Bull.may 'clip your wings'
BONNIE BOWLES
student reporter

•

Health concerns in Europe regarding
the popular performance-enhancing drink,
Red Bull, sugg~st Harding students may
be risking their h~alth by over-consuming
the caffeinated beverage.
,Used to boost energy and concentration,
the drink has been linked to several deaths
and prompted some European nations to ban
stores from selling it.
According to the BBC News Web site,
,the Canadian government stipulated that

Red Bull can only be sold if health warnings are printed on the can, while sales of
the drink are prohibited in France, Norway
and Denmark.
In 2001, the Swedish National Food Administration issued a warning not to drink
Red Bull with alcohol or when planning to
exercise.
The health problems are thought to be
caused by one of the drink's main ingredients: caffeine.
An 8.45-ounce can of Red Bull, which can
be purchased in the Harding University MiniMart for $1.99, contains 80 milligrams of caffeine per can, more than
twice that found in a 12ounce can of Coca Cola,
according to the. drinks'
nutritional information
labels.
That's enough caffeine
to dehydrate the drinker
more than the drink replenishes, as Red Bull is
not a sports drink and
does not claim to hydrate
the body, according to the
BBC report.
In another BBC report,

Ross Cooney, an 18-year~old ~Limerick, Ire- up [to study at night], and it certainly isn't
land, drank four cans of Red Bull before col- for the taste:"
lapsing during a basketball game and dying
According to the Red Bull Web site, if the
in 2000. The cause of death was
supplements and caffeine do not
listed as sudden arrhyth mia
help improve mood and mental
"[Red Bull] has a very performance. the equivalen of
death syndrome,
strong taste that's
Two additional people died
6 teaspoons of sugar that are in
revolting. It's worse · the~ will perfol'lll tho;;!e fu.oo.
after mixing Red Bull with
vodka; a popular alcoholic
tions, at least temporarily. The
than Echinacea.
dPnk in nightclubs and ap:We'b
site reCOm.mends drinking
The shock [from the
other person died after drinka can about .30 minutes before
ing several cans :folloWing~ caffeine] wakes me up, athletic competition or ev nts
but I don't think I can requiring bigh <.-oncentration.
intense workout.
Junior Joel Stephen said
The Web site said the sugars
drink a whole can."
he believes the nutritional
break down and cause the resupplements in the drink
leaseofbraincllemiaals that elicit
ALETHIA HAZELTON,
aid him more than the caffeelings ofhappiness. inct-ea!>ed
JUNIOR
feine, and that the caffeine
energy ana alertness.
does not have a real effect on
Despite the high amounts of
his health.
sugar in the beverage, everyone
"I literally drink eight to 10 cups of cof- who drinks it does not become a fan.
fee a day," Stephen said. "So one Red Bull
Junior Alethia Hazelton said the drink
is better than downing two cups of coffee definitely gives her an energy boost, but she
to get the same effect."
·
doesn't like its flavor.
Freshman Vincent Ching, a clerk in the
"[Red Bull] has a very strong taste that's
HUMM, said the energy drink is a popular revolting," Hazelton said. "It's worse than
seller among Harding students.
Echinacea. The shock [from the caffeine]
''We probably sell one for every two [so- wakes me up, but I don't think I can drink
das]," Ching said. "People are trying to stay a whole can." •
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE
Counter-culture ~uthor commits suicide •
Hunter S. Thompson, journalist and author of
"Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas," killed himself
at his Colorado home Feb. 20. He was 67.
Thompson's son, Juan, released a statement
Feb. 21 saying his father died as the result of a
self-inflicted gunshot wound to the head.
Along with contemporaries Tom Wolfe and
Gay Tales·e, Thompson, with his drug and alcohol-fueled diatribes against authority, was at the
vanguard of a group of journalists in the 1960s.
These journalists ignored the usual rules of objectivity in favor of first-person accounts in which
they injected themselves into their own stories
as central characters to get at the truth.

WEEKLY WIN'DOW

Judge strikes down faith-based grant
The U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services cut off public funds to Arizona-based
MentorKids USA in December after a judge
blocked the monetary support because of evidence that the group used public money to sponsor religious activities.
The ruling is the first time a judge has struck
down a grant through President George W. Bush's
faith-based initiative, which seeks to give religious groups equal {ooting in seeking federal
grants to provide social services.

eBay aids in brairi tumor treatment
The mother who launched an eBay auction
to help pay for her cancer-stricken 9-year-old
son's medical bills announced Jan. 15 that he
is, now cancer-free.
David Dingman-Grover, from Sterling, Va.,
was diagnosed in May 2003 with a grapefruitsized ~alignant brain tumor called a rhabdomyosarcoma. The boy nicknamed the tumor "Frank''
after Frankenstein.
To help pay for surgery to remove the tumor, Dingman-Grover's mother auctioned bumpl;lr stickers on eBay that read, "Frank Must
Die." Donations from across the world totaled
around $40,000. However, after hearing:~:b.9!lt.;
the family's financial struggl~. the surgeon offered to peiform the surgery for free. · ·

Reality TV contestant found dead in car
Investigators are still searching for reasons
why Najai Turpin, a 23-year-old boxer and a competitor on NBC's upcoming reality series, 'The
Contender," shot himself Feb; 14 in a car parked
outside a Philadelphia gym where he. trained.
The series' producers are sure there is no correlation between the suicide and the show.
'This unfortunate occurrence seems to have
nothing to do with boxing but other personal
issues that we really don't know much about,"
said Sylvester Stallone, who produces ·and cohosts ''The Contender."
Executive producer Mark Burnett said the
series, which debuts March 7, won't be re-edited
because of Turpin's death.
· Like Stallone's own fictional .Rocky Balboa, Turpin came from a rough neighborhood
in Philadelphia. According to the biography
posted on the show's Web site, Turpin supported his siblings and his toddler daughter by
working multiple jobs, but he saw boxing, and
especially 'The Contender," as the best way to
support his family.

FACES IN THE (ROWD
Aaron Sullivan, junior
Hometown: Tallahassee,
Fla.
Major: Information technology
Favorite sports team:
St. Louis Cardinals
Shoe size: 11
:Biggest goal in life: "Own my own business."
,Is

~arding

a marriage factory? No

Plans after college: "Find a job around here un-·
til my fiancee finishes school."
What serious injuries have you had? "Broken collar bone, broken wrist, stitches in my leg
and stitches in my lip."
If you need money, do you ask your mom
or dad? Dad
·
What do you drive? Isuzu Rodeo

(OMING UP

CAMPUS IN BRIEF
Signup for shuttle~ today
Students who plan to fly during
spring break and wish to sign up
for the Little Rock Airport shuttle
must bring their flight information
and $15 for each way to the Student
Services office by 5 p.m. Friday.
The shuttle will transport students March 4, 5, 12 and 14.

Freshmen light up poSt-game
The Freshman Action Committee will host a bonfire for freshmen
at the intramural fields Saturday
night after the men's basketb!lll
game.
Butch Gardner, d¥"ector of Fjrst
Year Experience, said the event,
which will provide hot chocolate
and a devotional, targets freshmen who are not involved in social
clubs. However, Gardner said all
freshmen are invited.

Deans to assume new roles
Peggy Huckeba and Roddy Mote,
assistant deans of students, announced
Feb. 17 that they will resign their
Student Services positions at the
end of June.
Huckeba will take on a new role
as the academic director of the i:J.ew
physician assistant graduate program, which begins in June.
Mote plans to fill the roles of ath-

letic director and head football coach
at Augusta High School.

2.25 Straytight Run concert, Benson, 8 p.m. $5
or tree with the Pass.

Jazz Band, guest to perfonn

2.26 Lady Bison basketball vs. Henderson, home,
6p.m.

The Harding University Jazz
Band will give a free performance
in the Reynolds Recital Hall at 7
p.m., March 3.
The performance will feature guest
artist Kathy Kosins, a Detroit native
and Chicago-area vocalist.
In addition to the performance,
Kosins will give a free lecture in the
recital hall at 3 p.m. the same day.
The topic will be "Lyrically
Speaking: Vocal Interpretation on
Jazz Standards."

Carson replacement chosen
David Collins, assistant dean of
students, has been chosen to sue- ·
ceed Dr; Dee Carson as assistant vice
president and dean of students. His
responsibilities will begin July ·1. .
"Student Services is such·an1ni- .
portant area on our campu.s, artd
I'm glad we have an individual like
[Collins] who has the character and
ability to lead this administrative
office," Dr. James Carr, executive
vice president, said in a Feb: 23 email to facu.lty and staff. ,:
Carson will retire at the end of
Jun,e after 11 years o'f service to
Harding.

2.26 Bison baske1ball vs. Henderson, home,
8p.m.
2.26 "The Dark Lady of the Sonnets," Little
Theatre, 7 p.m.

227 Open house for Cath~rt~ Ke~dall, Pattie
CObb and Stephens, 6.3u - 8.30 p.m.
227 "The Dark Lady of the Sonnets," Little
Theatre, 7 p.m.
3.01 All Campaigners' spring break campaign
meeting, Founder's room, 6:30 p.m.
3.02' Bison baseball vs. Arkansas - Pine Bluff,
home,2p.m.
·3.05 Bison·baseball vs. Hende.rson State, home,
noon
3.06 Bison baseball vs. Hend~rson State, home,

1:30 p.m.

3.17 St PatriCk's Day
3.18 CAB SpadesTournament, student center,

7p.m.

3.19 Bison baseball vs. Lyon College, home,

noon

·3.20. First day of spring
·3.22 Bison baseball vs. Dana, home, 1 p.m.
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Sprea g
a message
Wristbands make statements;
club to use fad for fund-raiser
EMILY BURROWS
student reporter

The idea behind the yellow
"liveStron~f wristbands, created by

Members of the Air Force Jazz Band, "Shades of Blue," perform Glenn Miller's classic "In The Mood" in the Benson Auditorium
Feb. 17. The Daily Citizen sponsored the free concert, which featured numerous recognizable jazz favorites.

Building career resumes
lJ!ternships provide experiences classrooms cannot
ERIN COOK
student reporter

Students who complete an internship in order to learn more
about their intended profession
or even just to fulfill their degree
requirements may find their experience to be more beneficial than
ever, according to Deb Bashaw,
director of Career
Counseling and
Placement.
Bashaw said
that though she
does not believe
internships are
a necessity for
BASHAW
everyone, they
certainly give a
student entering the workforce
a higher advantage.
"It all comes down to marketability," Bashaw said. "There are
a lot of reasons to go to college,
but on the bottom line, you go
to college so you can get a job.
Internships are on the college
path to getting a job."
Some majors at Harding
such as graphic design, public
relations and fashion merchandising, require students to participate in an internship prior to
graduation.
Even students whose majors
do not require an internship,

however, can benefit from the out that everything in the career
world is expected to be perfect.
experience.
Bashaw said she thinks gain- It really gives a student thicker
ing work experience is one of the skin."
Senior Bethany James, afusbioil
most important elements of an
internship.
and interior merchandising major,
"Internships give you the work said her intern experience, which
·e:-:perience you needm your field," consistedofworkingforNordstrom
Bashaw said. "Any work experi- department store this past sumence is better than none at all. mer, helped her understand the
Work experience helps you clarify career world she will enter after
exactly what you want
gradua~n.
"Working at my into do with your major
"Working at my
ternship rEritlly reasand what you like to do
internship really
in the workplace."
sured me- that I'm in
Daniel Adams, as- reassured me that the right fie.Jd-tlf work,"
sociate professor of art, I'm in the right field James said.,At an internship, you learn how
said internships are
of work."
you should be building
about skills a professor cannot teach in a
BETHANY JAMES, your resume into something that your future
classroom.
SENIOR
employer is wanting to
''We can only teach
see when you come in
so much in the classroom," Adams said.
for an interview."
"We can't replicate the work
Adams said students should
experience, which is what a stu- begin looking for summer indent needs in addition to their ternships early in the spring
semester.
education."
''I advise my students to start
Adams said that gaining
workplace experience changes thinking about internships when
they enter t;lleir first major class,"
a student in mariy ways.
"Students who have intern- Adams said. ''If they begin then,
ships return to school with a they will most likely start searchgreater appreciation for why ing for one early in the spring
we push them so hard," Adams of their junior year, and then by
said. ''They learn the importance the summer, they have their first
of good preparation, and they find internship lined up." •

Country Meadows
Apartments

tprofossional
Weddin9
Videos on
CZ>'v.D

• Swimming Pool

•Hot Tub
• Laundry Room
• Covered Pru;king

I Bedroom

2 lkdroom

s-wo

s~ 7)

Located only 5 minutes from Harding
(501)268-6296
909 Holmes Road

Tour de France cycling champion
and cancer survivor Lance Armstrong, is being implemented by
various organizations throughout
the nation and now, on Harding
University's campus.
Sophomore Carrie Cantrell,
a service director for Zeta Rho,
said the social club is in the process creating a new wristband as
a fund-raiser so Tyler Sanders,
a 4 year old born with a heart
defect, can undergo the massive
heart surgery he needs.
Cantrell said the surgery costs
about $100,000, and because Sanders was born with the condition,
his parents have not been able to
find a health insurance company
to insure them.
''We are planning on making
red wristbands that say, 'Have a
Heart' or 'Bless Your Heart,' and
selling them on campus," Cantrell
said. "All the proceeds would go
toward Tyler's surgery."
Sophomore Michelle Parrish
said no matter what the wristband says, the impact ii simple
Wristband can have is encourag"
ingto her.
''I think the wristbands have
become a symbol of a group of very
diverse people coming together
and standing together for orie, or
sometimes more than one, specific
purpose," Parrish said.
According to Livestrong.org,
Armstrong's yellow wristbands
represent more than just the color
of the leader's jersey in the Tour de
France. The wristbands also stand
for the hope, courage and perseverance cancer survivors portray
throughout their struggle.
In an opinion editorial on laf.org,
Armstrong said, ''The enthusiasm
demonstrated for our LiveStrong
wristbands has not only given us an
amazing and unanticipated platform
to raise money for our programs
-it has also provided a lifeline to
more than 32 million people who
embrace our efforts."
After seeing the popularity and
the inftueoJe of the wristbands, other
foundations have started producing their own versions.

Your video will become a priceless family
heirloom, one tliat will be cfierisfied by
your family for all tlie generations to come.
One or two camera
packages available
on either VHS or DVD!

Call us tocloyl
501-279-3966
iason@iandllllultilnedla.c•

The new colors available range
from the Breast Cancer Research
Foundation's pink wristband imprinted with
"Share Beauty. Spread "I think wristbands
Hope," to
have become a
blue wristsymbol of a group
bands readof very diverse
ing, "Think
people
coming
BLUE,
together and
11/04/08,"
in hopes of standing together."
gaining support for the
MICHELLE PARRISH,
Democrats
SOPHOMORE
in the next
presidential
election.
Junior
Josh Hollis said he thinks the
initial wristband started out as
a good idea, but now people have
lost sight of what it is really supposed to be about.
"It is turning into a fad that
is run into the ground, and it is
over-commercialized," Hollis said.
''Wearing a bracelet and actually
believing what it says are two totally different things." •

$450 Group
Fund-raiser
Scheduling Bonus!
Four hours of your group's
time PLUS our free fundraising solutions EQUALS
$1 ,000 to $2,000 in earnings
for you group. Call today
for a $50 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales
fund-raiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser
at 888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
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Social Security debate
itnportant, studerits say
would be consistent in the numbers they use.
"They're using one economic
The privatization of Social Se- forecast to say Social Security is
curity, an issue high on President in trouble and another forecast to
George W. Bush's national agenda, say privatization will be a success,"
may soon drastically affect the lives Brown said. 'They're trying to have
of Harding students entering the it both ways, but they can't. I think
workforce.
reform is good, but privatization
Because of foreseen problems is gutting the system. We should
with Social Security's funding, Bush take care of the vulnerable people
has proposed that part of payroll in society- the elderly."
taxes for workers
Girton said she
under 55 years old
thinks the advent
"Even though there
be allowed diversion
of private Social
would be a possible
into personal investSecurity accounts
cut in benefits, I would may cause college
ment accounts.
According to a support establishing a students to think
Feb. 14 ABC News
more readily about
private account."
report, Republican
their financial futures
congressional ofand what must be
BRIDGET GIRTON,
ficials said private
done now to ensure
SENIOR
accounts might cause
security.
future benefits for the
"If this plan goes
under-55 age group
through, students
should start investing in their
to be cut.
Many students believe the So- private accounts as soon as they
cial Security issue is important can," Girton said.
because it will affect them when
John Holman, a Harding alumthey plan to retire.
nus, said he thinks students should
Senior Bridget Girton said she get informed and realize that Social
is in favor of private accounts in Security was always meant to be
order to establish security.
supplemental, not a primary source
"Even though there would be of income after retirement.
"Students should make a plan
a possible cut in benefits, I would
support establishing a private ac- for it, make the sacrifice year to
count because it would secure my year by investing in a 401K or some
finances and guarantee that I would other type of retirement planning,"
get something," Girton said.
Holman said.
Girton, a subscriber to the antiBrown said she worries for most of
Bush action group, MovEPn.org, Said Harding's student body, and doubts
she was recently e-mailed a peti- whether up-and-coming workers
tion from them to strike down the will be prepared to manage their
privatization proposal in Congress, own financial security.
''People will be taking a big gamwhich she refused to sign.
"I think that by the time fm old ble if [privatization] goes through
enough to get Social Security, it will because a lot of people don't necall be gone," Girton said. "If I had essarily know what stock to buy
my own private account, I would be or how to use a private account,"
able to save up for my own retire- Brown said.
ment rather than others."
Senior Stephen Kearby said he
Girton said she believes that thinks privatization is a brilliant
positions on the privatization is- plan that will never work with
sue may mostly depend on age- his generation because of its irpeople who will soon retire rely responsibility.
on the contributions of younger
''When a Playstation or car rims
workers to keep their Social Se- become more important than good
curity alive.
health and a decent social life,
Senior Amanda Brown said our ge11:eration falls short," Keshe wishes the administration arby said.•
DENNIS McCARTY
student reporter

Seni_or Sam Pe_ters (center) perfects his moves while fellow ensemble members senior Mary Catherine Clark, juniors Shawn
Fraz1er and Kat1e Barker, and freshman Andy Frye perform their choreographed steps around him during Spring Sing rehearsal
Feb. 19. The Spring Sing 2005 theme is "Lighten Up;" tickets to the March 24-26 shows are on sale from 1-4 p.m. every Tuesday
and Thursday in the Benson ticket booth.
·

Increasing the pace
Gub performers try to 'Lighten Up' for Spring Sing
Sing will notice a change in ,,1e
Berryhill said Spring Sing
performance schedule this year. has a tendency to create lasting
Usually on Thursday of Spring spiritual friendships.
Although Spring Sing 2005's Sing week, children from local el"In the end, what's the point,
theme is "Lighten Up," the rush ementary schools come and watch if we aren't focusing on God? The
is on for producers and club per- the show during the day.
most important thing is the reformers to perfect the show and
· This .year, however, Spring lationships made, that's what
prepare for this year's competi- Sing falls during the same date Spring Sing is all about," Bertion.
as spring break for Searcy
ryhill said.
''You may think I say this every schools . To
"It's oool getting
year, but fm really looking forward balance the
to know people in
to this show," Dottie Frye, direc- loss of this
the other clubs
tor of hosts and hostesses, said. performance
we're doing our
'We are trying a lot of new things there will be
show with," said
this year, branching out, trying a "kid's night" ·
freshman Zach
to make it as \liverse as possible. show on ThursCrow, a parday night.
It's always vety exciting."
ticipant in the
Parents who
Frye is just o~-of-several direcKing's Men
tors working beh.i.:D.d the scenes to bring their chilshow.
dren to this show
make Spring Si~·happen.
Shackelford
"There are Pl;Dbably half-a- will pay only $2
also said she
dozen faculty and staff members for their child's
has enjoyed
working on various things," Frye ticket.
building new
said. ''You've got the lights, the
Spring Sing '05
relationsound and video, host and hostess has more than five
ships.
features, ensemble, all the club club acts featur"I've gotacts, and the costumes ... when ing almost all of
ten to branch
you look at it that way you see Harding's social
out and meet
that [Spring Sing] is really big," clubs. Club direca lot of people I
Frye said.
tors said they have
never would have otherwise,"
Because of its enormity, Frye been working since the end of Shackelford said.
said Spring Sing becomes a year- last year's Spring Sing to ensure
Tiris year's show is expected to
their shows are as good as they contain some diverse acts, show
round commitment for some.
can be.
Hosts and
producers said. Everything from
hostesses au"The
flight attendants to circus jug"Th~ most important thing is the
dition early in
hardest
glers are represented, and all
the fall and
part is actu- seem to fit into the theme of
relationships made, that's what
begin workally planning "Lighten Up."
Spring Sing is all about."
ing soon afthe dances
Shackelford said she thinks
ter they are
and
how
the
audiences
are in for great perBONNIE BERRYHILL,
practices will formance.
chosen.
SOPHOMORE
This year's
go- getting
''The show this, year is very
do·wn tq the fun and light-hearted and whimhost and
hostess are
nitty gritty," sical," Shackelford said. ''I think
seniors Sam Peters, and Mary said senior Jason Godfrey, direc- people better prepare for it; it's
·
Catherine Clark, sophomore tor for King's Men.
going to be a lot of fun."
Despite the stress, sophomore
Shawn Frazier, and freshman
Tickets for all performances
Jill Shackelford.
Bonnie Berryhill, director 'for Zeta are on sale every Tuesday and
"[Being a freshman host is] Rho, said the fun outweighs the Thursday from l ·t o 4 p.m. a t
·
· .- · · ·
pretty cool because it's not normal strain. '· ·
the Benson Auditorium ticket
"It does get kind of stressful," booth.
for a freshman to be a host- my
friends think it's cool," Shackel- Berryhill said. "It's turning out
' Prices for the Thuxsday show
ford said. "It's been a lot of fun to be my escape from classes: are $9 or $7. witli a student ID,
working with the other hosts and You don't have to worry about , an~ '$12 o;r $10 with an ID for
ensemble, too."
ot her stuff, you just come ap.d Fndey and Satur~y perforStudents performing in Spring have fun."
mances. •
AUSTIN LIGHT
student reporter

a
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Student Discount
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1545 E. Raoo Aw

Gin Creel< Shopping Cenler
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TRUNK SHOW
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advertise
with us.

EMILY RAY
Tuesday, March 1st 4:00pm- 8:00pm
(refreshmen!s will be served)

One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery

501-279-4330.

Free DeJivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.
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Music, ministry mesh
STACEY CONDOLORA
student reporter

M

ore than just a nameor three ~mes ~or that
matter - ts t he unpression l:>and Till We Ha~e
Faces wants to leave ()n_
its audiences.
Joe Maneiro, a 2003 alumnus,
and juniors Kasey Jones, KoryOlson
and Jesse Carr said they are now,
more than ever, dedicated to their
music and the ministry they are
striving to establish through it.
Students may remember Till
We Have Faces under the names
Where's Kasey? or Falterstep or
In Nomine Pa:tris. Jones said they
have changed theirriame
'
I
almost every time a mem"We knew it was time ber of the band left or
was added.
to change the name
"Joe and I are reag&lin when at a show ally the only original
our.111arquis read 'In
members of the band,"
Nomine Partridge." ·. Jones said.
Jones, who is the lead
singeJ:. of the band and
JOE MANEIRO/
also plays guitar and
piano, said the cu::rr:ent
2003 GRADUATE
foursqmecam~ together
in the spring of 2004.
'Tihistime,_bowever tb~y Changed
their name frem In Nomine Patris (Latin for ''in the name of the
Father'') for clarity purposes, Maneiro said.
"We knew it was time to change
the name again when at a show
our marquis read 'In Nomine Partriage,"' ManeirO said.
Their. current name, Till We
HaVI'! Face . was inspired by the
C. .I.e.'wis book:af the same:name
O;lso~ said: "I · s about not being
ahleto tullys~Goduntilwe-m~t
him in heaven, ' OlS0n said. '"DAtil we have- heavenly bodies and
faees we can't see him becausewe would die."
Olson said the name should
open doors for them to talk about
their faith with those who attend
their shows.
''I like it because it still has a
good Christian meaning behind it,
like In Nomine Patris did, so when
someone asks us about it, it gives
us an opening to talk about our
faith," Olson said.
Carr, one of the band's guitarists, said even though some of the
current members
not the founding members, all play a part in the

are

song-writing process.
"Kasey and I usually write the
, spine 9fthe music, and from there
we'll flesh it out with everyone during practice," Carr said. ''It's a collaborative effort."
As the drummer, Maneiro said
his place in the band is to establish
the rhythm for the group.
''The other guys mainly write
the songs, but Ko:ry and I will take
the basic outline of the song and
try to create beats people can 'nod
their heads to' if you will," Maneiro said.
Jones, who writes all the lyrics, said he thinks the band falls
somewhere in the melodic rock
category.
Freshman Jason Cornett, a
fan of the band, said, "I went to
Thanks A Latte and Blank Generation to see them play. I really
like their sound. They don't try to
,
copy anyone."
Through the, changes in names
-and:menibers, the band members said
their purpose has been refined.
"Originally, we g(>t together and
our goal was to Win others to Christ
from the stage," Olson said. '"Since
then we've become more open to
being used however God wants us
to be used."
Olson said they would get
frustrated when no one would
ask them about their Christianity after the shows, but now their
perspective on ministering to others has grown.
''Now we realize that ministering
to people is sometimes just them
kriowing·that there's SQIDetbing di£~
ferent aooutus, iliat'there's a dif- -.,~'There' ate students ·at Harding
ferentw"armthatour~ows," 01$on ' ,, 'th'at deE!d 't'o'be reaebedas well,
either through our example or
said, ''We:re;tools 1'o:r God.'
Cornett sal,d he can see how talking to 'them after shows.'"
the band:ministers in more ways .•Jones said.
than singing and having theologiThel>-e ~ still difficulties to overcal discussions:
oome in order to achieve the goals
'Theydefinitelystandoutaround :of their minis.try, Jones said. .
all the other bands," Cornett said.
' } ~'1! our purpose is to evangelize
'The other bands would all be smok- arlii talk to people about our faith,
ing and using foul language, but we can't do that as a_ band if we're
these guys are really nice. You can not playing shows," Jones said.
tell they're having fun, and it's
Even with the experiences they
clean fun. They're happy to stay haveaccumulatedandapurposeset
and talk to everyone afterwards, before them, the band members said
even when most bands would just the future is still precarious.
"A lot of the future of the band
pack up and run."
Jones said the audience they ridesonthl,ssemesterandifwecan
' are hoping to reach with their build a small fan base," Maneiro
music is not limited just to locals said. 'We've ... been offered shows in
and non-Christians, but to Harding Fayetteville and Dallas and [have]
students as well.
played in Kansas City."

Olson said that for the sake of
survivlrl, the·band needs to start
putting ideas into practice.
''It's easy to talk about all the
things you're going to do, but it's
harder to actually do it," he said.
'We just have tons of stuff we're
planning to do live - tricks and
gimmicks to add to the whole show.
It's past the point of just talk, we're
more serious now."
With the heightened tension of
an uncertain future, Jones said the
band is working on keeping their
spirits high.
'There's a slight sense of urgency
because it feels like we're coming
to the end of the road," Jones said.
"Joe is.,getting married this summer. We're going to be graduating soon. We're just trying to stay
positive." •
·

•

Junior Kory Olson, the band's bassist,
concentrates on his next chord. "We try to do
whatever God has in mind and try to be in tune
with Him even if we don't know what we're
doing," Olson said. "I'm trying now to play every
show as if God were the audience."
Joe Maneiro, a 2003 alumnus, smiles as he
sets the beat. Maneiro said he tries to develop
. a rhythm for the band's songs that people can
"nod their heads to."

Junior Kasey
Jones, the
band's lead
singer, belts out
a tune. Kasey,
who also plays
the guitar and
keyboard,
writes all the
lyrics for the
band's original
songs.
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BONNIE BOWLES
student reporter

Cheryl Boyd, a 1974 alumna, gives a sentence structure lesson to a class of fourth-graders at White County
Central Elementary School in Judsonia. Boyd gives much of the credit for her being named a finalist of the 2005

Arkansas Teacher of the Year award to her students.

•

' ' I LOVE it when I see
someone. who was in
my· class many years
ago. If I get a smile
or, better yet, a hug, I
know I am in the right , ,
PROFESSION..
ROBIN STRIPLING/
GRADUATE STUDENT

.

dding to the acclamations of the
College of Education, two teachers,
a Harding alumna and a Harding
graduate student, were recently
distinguished among Arkansas
teachers.
Cheryl Boyd, a 1974 graduate, and Robin
Stripling, a current graduate student in
the. College of Education, were presented
with award certificates Dec. 28 naming
them finalists of the Arkansas Department
of Education's 2005 Arkansas Teacher of
the Year award.
Gov. Mike Huckabee presented the certificates and gave each finalist a check for
$1,000. The ceremony, held in the Governor's Reception Room at the State Capitol
in Little Rock, honored 12 regional finalists and the Arkansas Teacher of the Year,
Pamela England.
Boyd said she was elated when she
heard the news. Only one thing stopped
her from meeting Huckabee and receiving
the certificate for the honor: she had scheduled knee surgery on the day of the event.
Boyd said she does not regret
missing the presentation cer...;, I ', ; ~ :
emony, however; in her place
she sent Charlie Wright, a
former student.
''I would not have-had·
it any other way," Boyd
said. "Sending a student
made me feel better than
if I had been there myself. I have a picture of
Charlie with Governor
Huckabee framed and
hanging in my classroom."
Boyd has taught English and writing
to fourth-graders for four years at White
Co1.ulty Central Elementary School in Judsonia. She said she taught for 28 years in
the White County Central, McRae Public
and Augusta School Districts; 23 of those
years were spent teaching kindergarten
and one year teaching first grade.
Boyd said she gains her strength and
energy from her students and gives much
credit to them. She also said having parents, grandparents and faculty that are
j.nvolved has helped to make her job in
the classroom easy.
Mter her many years of experience,
Boyd said she has the chance to take

other Harding students under her wing
in the classroom. ·
Senior Beth Runions, who is assigned
to student teach in Boyd's classroom later
this semester, said she had mixed emotions when she found out that Boyd was
a finalist.
"I got really excited," Runions said. ''I
thought, 'I could learn so much from this
opportunity.' Then it intimidated me a little
bit, too. I started thinking, 'Wait a minute,
that means she's really, really good, and
I'm just starting out."'
Runions said since she met Boyd, Boyd
has gone out of her way to make Runions
feel welcome in the classroom. Runions said
she looks forward to working with her.
As Runions gets started, Stripling is
attending graduate school and plans to
finish her master's degree in reading in
June.
Stripling, who did her undergraduate
work at the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, works as a literacy teacher and
coach at Ruth Doyle Intermediate School
in Conway.
"Ruth Doyle Intermediate is a new school,
so this is my first year there," Stripling
said. "I have also taught
English, math, science and
special education."
Stripling said her time
at Harding has changed the
way.she teaches and that the
Christian atmosphere has
helped her show Christian compassion to all
of her students.
"I have gone from
being a: stuffy old
grammar teacher to
being a facilitator in a
reading/writing workshop," .Stripling said.
"Students seem to actually enjoy my class
instead of dreading it."
Stripling said that winning the award
means she must work harder each day
to be the best teacher she can be for both
her students and her co-teachers. She said
she loves her work, even though it can be
difficult.
"I can't count the weekends that have
been spent grading papers and essays,"
Stripling said.· "However, after more than 20
years in the profession, I love it when I see
someone who was in my class many years
ago. If! get a smile or, better yet, a hug, I
know I. am in the right profession." •
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JILLIAN HICKS
student reporter

Harding's menu for entertainment opportunities in the area

MUSIC

Jill Scott

The Grammy-nominatedneosoul songstress brings her hiphop and jazz-influenced sounds
and poetry to the Orpheum in
Memphis Friday at 8 p.m.
Tickets cost $52.50.
To purchase tickets, call the Orpheum boxdlioeat 901-525-300><r
go to www.ticketmaster.com.

Starting Une/
Further Seems Forever

Pop-punk act the Starting Line
brings the jams to Vmo's in Little
Rock on Tuesday, March 1. '
Further Seems Forever, the
former band ofcurrent Dashboard
Confessional lead singer Chris
Carrabba, will also bring its emo
sound to the venue.
Days Away and Jameson
Park will open.
The show starts at 6:30p.m.
Tickets Cost $15 and may be purchased in advance or the day of
the show at Vino's.

SPORTS
Arkansas Rimrockers
Arkansas's own American
Basketball Association team will

take on the Bellevue Blackhawks
at 7 p.m. Friday at Alltel Arena
in North Little Rock.
Tickets range in price from
$9.50 to $49.
Tickets can be purchased by
calling 501-975-HOOP or going
to www. ticketmaster.com.

Memphis Grizzlies
Memphis's NBA team will
take on the Denver Nuggets at
7 p.m. Friday at the Fed Ex Forum in Memphis.
Tickets range in price from
$5 to $200 depending on the
seating level.
Forticketscall901-888-HOOPor
go to www.ticketmaster.com.

Throwback 2005
For fans of violent theatrics,
Memphis Wrestling presents
Throwback 2005 at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday at Mid-South Coliseum on Saturday.
Pog culture buffs should note
that this coliseum was the site
of comedian Andy Kaufman's
infamous/legendary fight against
Jerry 'The King" Lawler.
Tickets cost between $5 and
$10.
To purchase tickets,
call 901-274-3982 or go to
www. ticketmaster .com.

Students will have the opportunity to hear the music of Straylight
Run in the Benson Auditorium at
8 p.m. Saturday. Tickets for the
show are $5 and can be purchased
at the door.
The New England-based band
was formed in April 2003 by bass
guitarist Shaun Cooper, who persuaded John Nolan, another former
member of Taking Back Sunday,
to leave the careers they had and
form a new band.
With the help ofMark O'Connell,
temporary drummer, and Nolan's
sister, Michelle, on piano and vocals,
the group recorded a few demos.
Will Noon, the former drummer
of Breaking Pangea, became the
final member of the group as the
permanent drummer.
The addition of Noon completed
the band and helped solve another
problem- a name. Noon suggested
the name Straylight Run, which
comes from a science fiction novel
titled, "Neuromancer."
The band was now ready to begin touring.
Their tours started in the Northeast region and eventually took the
group across the United States and
Great Britain.
· Their self-titled debut album
was recorded at Apple Head Studios in upstate New York, where
varied artists such as Bad Brains,
John Mayer and Coheed & Cambria have recorded.
Because of the quiet and reclusive location of the studios, the band

spent time focusing on their music.
"Straylight Run" was released in
September 2004 by Victory Records.
'
The music of Straylight Run is
varied, providing insightful lyrics,
"sing-along" choruses and beautiful melodies.
·
Many songs on the album will appeal to young people who are dealing
with the innocence and mistakes of
youth and the realities of growing up.
Some of the most touching lyrics on the album are found in the
song "It's For the Best." The song
addresses the loss of na'ive faith
and a turn towards realism with
the words, "so now faith is replaced
with a logic so cold."
The same melancholy theme is
alsq_ expressed in the song ''Mistakes
We Knew We Were Making." In
this track, the artist confesses the
negative choices of his youth and the
consequences of those actions.
''Straylight Run" also has several
love songs. One of the most touching songs is the tender track ''Your
Name Here (Sunrise Highway),"
which tells the story of a young man
who can't get the woman he loves

out of his mind and wants her to
be with him.
My favorite song on the album
is "Existentialism on Prom Night."
The song is a touching tribute to
young love. The artist sings ofthe
youthful belief that there is nothing
in the world beyond the love being
shared, and that the future is simply
more of what is currently had.
I would recommend "Straylight
Run" to fans of John Mayer, Ben
Folds and similar artists. The music is pleasant with catchy melodies
but also provides lyrics with insight
and poignancy.
Since the band's formation only
two years ago, they have found success that I believe will only continue.
Their enjoyable music will have an
appeal to most college age men and
women.•

**** ~4}
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'Notebook' more than just a typical 'chick flick'
BARKLEY TERRY
student reporter

'The Notebook" is a great movie
for guys to bring to a respectful spot
and show that particular lady his
sensitive side.
The film's theatrical release solidified its reputation as a "chick
flick'' that guys were allowed to like.
Its DVD release insures that this
reputation will only grow.
The clever marketing strategy continued with the decision to
make the film available to home
viewers on Feb. 8.
By releasing it the week before Valentine's Day, the studio
turned the film into a must-buy
gift, not to mention a perfect holiday rental.
"The Notebook" is an adaptation of Nicolas Sparks's 1996 novel
of the same name and indulges in
life, love and loss by portraying the
lives of two characters at different
stages in their lives.
As the story begins, we find an

older couple confined to a nursing
home, yet happy that they are with
each other.
The man, played by James Garner, pays regular visits to another
resident, played by Gena Rowlands,
and reads to her.
As we read along with the characters, we are
taken into the
life of Allie
Hamilton and
her wealthy
family. Allie's character is played
by Rachel McAdams.
Whilesummering at the
family's mansion in North
Carolina, Allie
is introduced to Noah.
Ryan Gosling plays Noah, a
typical boy who works at the local
sawmill. Though Noah is a lowly
worker, he is smart and poetic.

Noah falls in love with Allie at
first sight. He ev~n hangs from the
bar of. a Ferris wheel until Allie
agrees to go out w1th him.
Allie's parents, being from the
wealthier persuasioo:pdisapprove
of Noah and expreSli to Allie that
he is not the one for her.
Soon, parental disapproval,
class differences, college and
World War II
coinbine to
keep this relationship from
continuing.
We continue
to see their lives
ullfold, wondering if these two
will ever meet
again.
Allie completes her education and becomes engaged to Lou
Hammond. Hammond, played by
James Marsden, is high on the social ladder and, from appearances,

Spring Semester Rates: March 1- May 31
Searcy Athletic Club

501.268.8080- Membership Includes ProFitness!

$95.00 +tax
Indoor Track & Basketball Court- Aerobics Studio- Co-Ed Workout Area
Women's Only Center- Whirlpools & Steam Rooms- Tanning Beds- Nursery
Swimming Pool - Lockers & Showers - Cafe' - Personal Trainers

ProFitness

501.305.2639 (BODY)
Free Weights - New Cybex Weight Machines - New Cardio Equipment - Personal Trainers

$66.00 +tax

would seem more fitting to Allie's
lifestyle.
Noah returns from the war and
buys and renovates his dream mansion, in hopes that Allie will come
and live in it with him.
As an audience, we are puzzled
as to whether these two will ever
find each other again or if the first
meeting was just sheer chance and
a lost opportunity.
Director Nick Cassavetes, son of
legendary director John Cassavetes
and this film's Gena Rowlands, cowrote the film's screenplay with
Jere my Leven.
Like his last film, "John Q,"
Cassavetes keeps his audience
in suspense.
Much as the fate of Denzel
Washington's character and his

son in Cassavetes's last film, the
director leaves everything to chance
as to what will eventually happen
to Noah and Allie and their love
for each other.
All in all, I believe this movie
was a well-depicted tale of the major
issues we tend to face in life.
"The Notebook" shows us, as
humans, how difficult love can be
to find and how it is even more
difficult to keep. •

**** ~4}

• Rachel MrAdams, Ryal
Gosling
PG-13 for AdUtiSexual Ccriart
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Whether you're looking to buy a home or sell your
current property, I can help! Go to my Web site,
www.judyhoggard.com, and use my mortgage calculator,
browse ALL the active listings in
the area, get stats and facts about
Searcy and much more! Visit me
online or call today!

y.,_

HOGGARD
Chosen as:

Arkansas' REIMAX Rookie of the Year.2004!

WellSpring Studio -Yoga & Pilates
501.268.9642 (YOGA)- Membership Includes ProFitness!

$95.00 +tax
Students get. all 3 clubs for $120.00 +tax-

~
mobile: (501) 593-1800
office: (501) 268-1115
Outstanding Agents.'T'"
web: www.judyhoggard.com
Outstamlinl! Result~;
e-mail: judy@ j udy:hoggard .com REI MAX Advantage
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defense of the Rowdies
LETTER POLICY In The
Rhodes Rowdies received quite a beating via letters to the editor last
The Bison welcomes
your views on issues of
interest to the Harding
community. Letters to the
editor from students, faculty, administrators and
the Searcy community
are encouraged.
Letters must be ~igned,
contain a phone number
for verification arid be
no more than 300 words
in length. The Bison
reserves the right to edit
letters for style, clarity
and brevity.
Letters to the editor
may be submitted to
HU Box 11192 or
thebison@harding.edu.

week. While junior Ronny Rozzell was well intentioned, he was al.eo ill informed.
His arguments, and those of other Rowdies detractors, only prove their ignorance on the subject.
Rozzell said a game at Harding is nothing like a game at the University
of Kansas, and our fans are nothing like the Camdon Crazies. The fact that
Harding is no KU or Duke is precisely the point. Of course there are very big
differences between basketball games at Harding and much larger universities,
but that doesn't mean bigger is better.
According to the registrar's office at the University of Kansas in Lawrence,
the university has an enrollment of 29,590 students. Allen Field House, home of
the Jayhawks, ,seats 16,300 fans. So game attep.dance in relation to enrollment
is slightly·Over 55 percent when the venue is sold out (which, accCllTding:to KU officials, dossn't happen as often as. Rozzell claims). Using our own figures of 5,462
students (subtracting tho.se overseas) and a venue seating 3,000, Harding's ratio
is almost exactly the same. This is remarkable considering our small campus,
our small city and our lack of a natio:iml following.
In saying the atmosphere in the Rhoqes.Field House is sub-par because of
the crowd size, Rozzell forces us to come_to one conclusion- he must not have
attended many Division I basketball ga'xttes. It is the game on the court, plus the
relationship between players and fans, ~t really matters. A coliseum of 16,000
people can be just as dull as an empty gym when the game itself is ignored and
the fans do not have a connection with the players. Fans at Harding care greatly
about the game of basketball and the players recognize their support by coming
back on the court afterward, something that doesn't happen at Duke or KU.
So on behalf of all Harding basketball fans, I have just one suggestion to
those who base their criticism on unfounded assumptions- be realistic, people.

Jeff Hunter, senior, and Logon Light, December graduate

Tired of lraa debate
I'm tired of the debate over the war in Iraq. Whether or not we agree on
whether we should be there or not, the fact remains that we are there. We can
no more judge the motives of our representatives for the invasion of Iraq than
we can for the invasion of Europe after the bombing of Pearl Harbor by Japan
on Dec. 7, 1941. There is no way that we can give an accoun.t for President Bush
or the 77 senators and 296 representatives from the House that voted to invade
Iraq.
I'm just a Christian who is taught to be submissive to higher powers, "fear to
whom fear, and honor to whom honor'' (Romans 13). I'm very grateful that my
government gives me the freedom to worship God and to serve him as he sees
fit. I support our leaders, and I support our men and women who are serving not
only our country but the Iraqi people also. Whether they are a part of our armed
services or helping in a civilian manner, I applaud their efforts.
If we have questions about our involvement in this struggle, we should ask
the brave men and women who have been there and have seen the look of hope
and optimism on the faces of Iraqi men, women and children who now enjoy the
freedom we so often take for granted. I'm just a proud son of a dad who serves
his nation and a grateful child of a Father who sacrificed His Son.

Wayne Scrimsher, junior

A few questions about the rules
I am greatly appreciative of Harding and the standards the students are
held to. I believe that the atmosphere and feelings that flow through this campus are almost unrivaled. At the same time, I have a few questions that I believe many students have often asked.
It's a common understanding that movies with ratings that exceed PG-13
are not permitted to play in the Benson Auditorium. I find it odd though that
the R-rated "Passion of the Christ" was approved to play last semester. Does
this movie not violate that stipulation? Regardless of the rating, was the rule
not broken to allow the movie to show?
Another frequent question regards the forsaking of the strictly adhered-to
rule of "no public dancing'' in order to make concession for Spring Sing. I am
happily involved in it myself; however, is the writeoff of dancing as "choreography" enough to allow it to bypass the regulation?
My questions lie not with these practices themselves, but with the rule enforcement. I ask that these issues be addressed. I believe many have wondered
at the seeming lack of consistency.
Call me old-fashioned, but I've always been taught to be sure about the way
I live. I question, not to stir harsh feelings, but to more thoroughly understand
the thought behind the rules by which we are being governed.

Brandon Khanna, sophomore

A'Rowdy'
testimonial
s this basketball season comes
to an end at Harding, so
ends my tenure as a ''Rhodes
Rowdy." For six years, I have
watched the Bisons play,'and
now, at the end, I find myself sad.
I am going to miss nights in that
arena; I am going to miss the cheers,
the joy and even the heartache of a
rare loss·at home.
What is it about this place that
makes my heart cry for more? Maybe
it is the fact that I wouldn't have
stayed at Harding if a friend of mine
had not invited me to a basketball
game at the end of my freshman year.
As I leave, I think of all the good
times we have
had together,
and I can't help
It was the one
but cry a little.
place I never
Now I know
what you are
worried about
thinking, how
does a 6-foot,
school, life or
310-pound guy
anything else
cry over a place
that a sport
other than
was played, but
to me it was
cheering
more. It was
the one place I
for the Bisons.
never worried
about school,
life or ail.y'-" ' .. '
t i
thing else other than cheering for the
Bisons.
The good times that We have had
will live on in my heart forever.
Aaron Farley's streak of consecutive free throws. Darin McCrillis
and his amazing 3-point shots. How
I will long to see the White brothers
play with everything they have. I will
miss the passion that Matt Hall has
for this game. I will miss giving the
refs everything they can handle for
40 straight minutes. I will miss my
friends that meet every home game
under the south goal. My hope is that
if we never see each other again, we
will meet at the Rhodes Field House
in heaven under the south goal.
I would like to thank a few people
who made Harding basketball so
much fun. Loren Warmack and Jeff
Galloway, even though you have
both moved on, thank you for giving the refs about as much grief as
I have. Troy Helton, the black crew
will never be the same without you.
Logan, thanks for being a friend I
didn't know I had and keeping all of
us in line when we thought we could
step out of it. Daniel, toe touch is all I
have to say. Bryan, the white boards
were the best idea ever.
Thank you Matt Hall, I wish I had
more time to watch you play. Coach
Kirby, thank you for laughing at me
even though you probably shouldn't
have.
Coach Jeff Morgan, I cannot begin to thank you for letting me be a
part of the greatest thing in Arkansas sports, but thank you for the senior award last year; it will hang on
my wall forever as a reminder of the
greatest time of my life. Coach Hardin- thanks for the tickets. Last and
certainly not least, thank you, Jessica
Matlock. Because of you, I am able to
cheer this year, thanks for not graduating early.
My final words are this: The Lord
tells us that if we are to do something, do it with all our heart, so I say
this to you Rowdies ... cheer with everything you have, leave every ounce
of energy you have in that gym, because every ounce we give is another
ounce our team gets to have a chance
to win. God bless you all.

A

TYLER MATLOCK is a guest columnist and may be
contacted at tyler.maUock@arkansas.gov.
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Iraq decides
Election results shaw democracy in action
OUR VIEW
PROBLEM
An Iraqi government that isn't
what the United
States government envisioned
SOLUTION
Accept the
results of the
Iraqi election as
an example of a
fledgling
democracy
making a bold
first step

The people of Iraq came, they
saw, and they voted.
Lives were lost, but a sufficient
number of people stood and survived in defiance of violence to elect
a new government.
The results were in and were
not what many in our government
would have hoped.
The United Iraqi Alliance won
the election with 48 percent of the
vote. This slate will name the country's new prime minister.
This conservative Islamic alliance is a far cry from the secular
government that would have been
offered by the Iraqi List, the group
of U.S.- and U.N.-backed Prime
Minister Ayad Allawi.
Ibrahim al-Jaafari, who is likely
to assume the post of prime minister, made clear to the Associated
Press what kind of government his
victorious slate would put in place.
He spoke of a government where
Islam would be the official religion
"and one of the main sources for
legislation."
It is likely that some of the
same oppressive religious laws in
many Islamic countries -the laws
the United States would have loved

to have scrapped- will be alive
and well in Iraq.
So how should we respond to
something that could be considered by some as a slap in the face?
Something that flies in the face of
stories of America-loving Iraqis
holding up cardboard signs?
We should thank the Iraqis for
their decision and support their
right to make it. The people of Iraq
(those who voted at least) chose
what they wanted.
Regardless of why we entered
this conflict, if we assess the results according to the alleged goal
of bringing democracy to Iraq, then
.o ur government's efforts worked.
If we hold to this, then our soldiers have died fighting for the
most American of all principles:
freedom.
By choosing an alliance not
backed by the United States, Iraqis
have helped prevent accusations of
a U.S. puppet government (Allawi
has, after all, been supported by
the CIA since the early '90s)
As Americans, we should wish
the people of Iraq well and keep
them and their government in our ..
prayers.

Pocket-sized
predicament

G

•,

When rock stars say 'God'
Popular musicians play the religion card despite worldly content on their albums
s a Christian, fve come to
accept the. faCt·that people
will sing about drugs and
.rock 'n roll imd that other
p_eople will sing about an
eternal salvation through Jesus
Christ.
Occasionally ,though, the
rock 'n' rollers find something
new to sing about: God.
Non·Christian artists singing about God sounds like a
good thing. However, they
are often just confirming the
world's stereotypical opinion of
the Christian community- that
we choose to be holy when it's
convenient.
Those same singers who dedicate one or two music tracks on
their albums to God also devote
the remainder of the album to
worldly and sinful songs.
Maybe initially the intention
is for good, but I see an artist
merely trying to reach more audiences and gain more financially, not reach the lost.
After seeing the 47th Annual Grammy Music Awards on
Feb. 13, and watching hip-hop

on top of pew benches, accom-

A

When a singer says, "I'd
like to thank God," in
regard to their ungodly
songs, is this OK?
artist Kanye West's attempt to
bring church to the audience, I
was overcome with an uneasy
feeling.
West gave an explosive performance of his Grammy-winning song, "Jesus Walks," that
could be compared to a 10-minute Broadway musical production.
The stage was set up as a
church sanctuary where church
members, singing and dancing

.pa'¥h~ ~~ey ~i ~~1lg{o~-re-' ·
lated songs was concluded when
angelic wings were placed on
West and he waa..lifted above
the actors who had, their hands
raised as if praisingo hlm.
I wasn't sure wha\ to think.
Was this a phenom~non, or a
blasphemous attempt to bring
the message of Christ to millions of viewers?
If you haven't heard the
song, West gives somewhat of a
testimony of his life with lyrics
like, "God show me the. way because the Devil trying to break
me down I Jesus walks with
me."
The lyrics sound innocent,
but his reputation and other
song lyrics aren't as appropriate.
Later on in the program,
West accepted the award for
Best. Rap Album by thanking
God first and then by saying,
''When I had my accident (a car
acCident in which West broke
his jaw), I found out that noth-

od may have the whole
world in his hand,
but I keep a respectable amount of it in my
pocket.
Over the last few years, I've
developed a habit of keeping
a ridiculous amount of junk in
my right-side pants pocket. My
problem is that every morning I just transfer everything
in there from one pair of pants
to another. Over time, my collection gets to the point where
I start to lean a little to the
right, and I am forced to go
through everything.
As I almost always put the
cash I get in my pocket, it is
typically when all of the cash in
my wallet has migrated to my
pants pocket.
I hit such a breaking point
this weekend.
What I found was appalling to say the least - keys, my
DCB card, ChapStick, mints,
a red pen, $15 in bills, $1.27
in change, three blank Post-It
notes, a Sexton Foods receipt,
two ATM receipts, four WalMart receipts, an old to-do list,
a campus mailing, a movie
stub from January, a two-page
e-mail and
an airplane
Getting home
ticket stub
from work at
from my re7 a.m. on a
turn trip at
the end of
regular basis
Christmas
really does
break.
change
your
It is only
priorities.
as I type
this now
that I realize the extent of my problem.
I'm willing to claim partial
blame for not taking the time
to go through my pocket collection on a more regular basis,
but I insist that it's largely
due to my work schedule. Getting home from work at 7 a.m.
on a regular basis really does
change your priorities.
I think I'll do a much better
job with pocket management
once I graduate and only have
to deal with a 40"hour workweek. I'm definitely ready to
move onto the next stage of life.
Even more than being ready
for a new stage in life, I think
I'm just ready to retire.
My college career has consisted of so much work. And bee
tween classes, working for the
Daily Citizen and now serving
as editor of the Bison, I don't
think too many people could
argue I should call it quits and
start living off my sociai security checks in mid-May.
Assuming that none of you
want to take me in, however,
I know retirement won't be an
option for a few more years.
So until that time comes, I'm
searching for a more enjoyable
lifestyle than jumping straight
into my chosen profession.
Right now, I think that life is
going to entail moving around
the world for a few years and
working where I can. I've got a
steadily growing list of places to visit, and I also have a
steadily shrinking amount of
time with which to see them.
While I think living and
working abroad is exactly the
experience l'm searching for
right now, I think I'd probably
settle for anything where I at
least have the time for daily
pants pocket management.

ing in life is promised except
~e~th. Appreciate the moment."
Award recipients usually
thank their moms and !lads.;
and a lot of times, God is often
subtly mentioned. But are these
winners really thankful to God
or is it the popular thing to do
among celebrities?
When a singer says, "fd
like to thank God," in regard to
their ungodly songs, is this OK?
Is God really the reason singers
are successful, or is that what
they're supposed to say?
Instead of allowing feel-good
expressions of admiration to
God from musicians to continue, we should raise our standards as Christians.
We shouldn't accept attempts to capture the hearts of
Christian listeners by musicians.
Instead, we should reprimand them for taking our godly
image and using it to further
themselves.

JtU PYE isaslldent'Milerb'lhe Bfmcn:t may
be contacted atjzpye@harding.edu.

•

Q: What is the strongest rood trip you hove token?

"I took a taxi ride in Brazil
where the rest of my group
had left me, and our driver
almost ran a red light and
we almost died."

"I drove here from. China
this year."

"A friend of mine worked at
a funeral home, and we had
to drive 16 hours at 2 a.m.
to pick up a body and bring
it back to the funeral home."

"This spring break I am
going to Stillwater, Okla.,
for a grad school interview
and then coming back to
Arkansas before going to
Kentucky to ride horses."

AMY EICHMAN,
senior

BRIAN CLARK,
sophomore

CODY SMITH,
freshman

SARA HOUSE,
senior

STEVEN PROFAI.ZER is the Bison editor and may
be contacted at sfprofaizer@harding.edu.
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"You form relationships here that
you might not form anywhere else,"
Morgan said. "We try and know
Bison basketball coach JeffMor- the guys on and off the court. We
gan won his 200th game as Hard- build relationships with the fans
ing's head coach Feb. 17 when the and everyone around. It's a great
Bisons defeated Christian Broth- experience."
Morgan said that while there
ers University 82-69.
Morgan, who has served as are many favorite moments in his
Harding's head coach since 1993, career at Harding, games in the
said the 200th win came as a sur- Rhodes Field House will always
stand out in his
pt·ise.
mind.
' I wasn't expect"He has a love for the
"It's really the liting it, but it's a nice
game that we all feed off
tle things that make
milestone "Morgan
of. He motivates us to do it special," Morgan
said 'The school gave
said. "Off the court,
me a plaque last year
better. He's a pleasure to
seeing
the players
for my career 200th
play for."
grow and mature,
win, and after the
and seeing some of
game, they asked me
JACOB THIES,
them come to Christ
on the radio what it
FRESHMAN
is the best part."
was like to win for the
Assistant coach
200th time ... and I
Tim Kirby has been
was surprised."
working with Morgan
Morgan said he
attributes his success to the tal- for 12 years. Kirby said Morgan
makes his job fun and easy.
ent of his teams.
"He's the easiest person I could
''We've had some great guys on
the team," Morgan said. "In the ever imagine working with, "Kirby
end. you have to give it all back said. "He lets everyone do what they
to them because they're the ones do best while working hard himself
that put up with the coaches and the entire time. I think that's why
we've all been so successful."
really do the work." ,
Kirby said that while there are
Morgan said his favorite part
about coaching at Harding is the many great memories, one that really
stands out is two years ago when
relationships.
SARAH CRIST
sports editor

Bisons coach Jeff Morgan calls for a timeout during the Feb. 21 game against Ouachita Baptist University at Rhodes Field House.
Morgan won his 200th game as the Bison's head coach Feb. 17 at Christian Brothers University.
the team went to Nationals.
''Making it to Nationals was a
great feeling," Kirby said. "It's also
great to see our guys graduate, to
see their smiles and to know that
they've accomplished what they're
really here to do."
Bison team members said

they agree that Morgan is fun
and easy to work with on and off
the court.
"He just makes the game fun,"
sophomore Matt Hall said.
Freshman Jacob Thies said Morgan's passion was contagious.
"He has a love for the game that

we all feed off of," Thies said. "He
motivates us to do better, and he
makes it fun. He's a pleasure to
play for."
Morgan will lead the Bisons in
the final home game of the season
against Henderson State University at 6 p.m. on Saturday. •

Harding signs local soccer players
BARKLEY TERRY
student reporter

MEN'S BASKETBALL» ~
Ouachita Baptist
Harding

[ 36 35]
[ 31 35]

71
66

Harding
Christian Brothers

[ 42 40]
[ 40 29]

82
69

[ 31 32]
[23 31 ]

63
54

Christian Brothers
Harding

[ 33 32]
[ 24 23]

65
47

BASEBALL » 5-l
Harding
Crichton

[353000X]
[1010004]

II
6

Crichton
Harding

[10010201]
[ 2 0 4 I I 2 2]

12
14

Harding
Williams Baptist

[0120100X]
[0 200024]

13
4

Harding
Williams Baptist

(131100X]
[I 00004 0]

6
5

PRoT
SERVI

. · Alignment, brakes, shocks, struts, battery,
,cv boot, cv axles, U-joints, wheel balancing,
~
oil & lu~e, front end repair ...

tJ!' ~iti,iVi!h 1 1 .UN/ROYALI
... and parental billing
is available!
309 Wisconsin St.
368-TIRE (8473)

Coleman, a marking back,
is the son of Scott and Sherrie
Coleman.
Harris said he is excited about
these new additions to the soccer
program.
"I have watched these young
men play for the past three years
and feel they will instantly help
our program," Harris said.
· Harris said the men know the
style of Harding soccer and compliment it well.
Harding finished with a 2-14
record last season. The team will
return seven starters to the field,
so next year's team will not lack
experience.
Harris said the next few years
will be a time of rebuilding for the
men's soccer program.
"These men are the start of
a Harding rebuilding process to
replace talent lost in 2003," Harris said. •

Three local high school students signed NCAA letters of intent Feb. 9 to play soccer for the
Bisons next season.
Searcy High School seniors Joe
Ireland and Colby Wilson, and
Harding Academy senior Seth
Coleman were ioined by their
parents and familJes, Har\iing
coach Greg HarriS, their high
school coaches and local media
for the signing ceremimy at the
Carmichael Community Center.
The future Bisons have played
soccer together since
"We have been
they were 7
best friends for
years old, and
all said they
a long time so
played betit has always
ter together
been a dream of
than as inours to go play
dividuals.
college soccer
The trio
plays for
together."
the Little
Rock FootSETH COlEMAN, ball
Club
HARDING ACADEMY SENIOR
and travels
throughout
the South
playing games and various tournaments.
"We have been best friends for
a long time, so it has always been
a dream of ours to go play college
soccer together," Coleman said.
Coleman said the three always wanted to play for Harding
together.
Ireland is following in the footsteps ofhis older siblings who have
played soccer under Harris.
MELODY WILSON/ Courtesy Photo
Senior Amy Ireland, and 2003
Searcy
High
School
seniors
Colby
Wilson
and
Joe
Ireland
and Harding Academy
alumni Jeff and John Ireland all
senior Seth Coleman sign letters of intent Feb. 9 to play soccer with the Bisons next
played soccer for Harding.
This year is Joe Ireland's first year. Jeff Ireland, Dwight Ireland, John Ireland, Searcy High School Principal Ronnie
year at Searcy High School.
Brown and Searcy High School coach Jeff Davis stood behind the players .

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL» 0-3
Harding
Ouachita Baptist

Joe Ireland, who had been home
schooled by his mother, Meg Ireland,
said he began attending Searcy
High School after coach Jeff Davis
expressed an interest in having
him play for the Lions.
Joe Ireland, who plays centermid and sweeper, said he is excited about playing for Harding
and is anxious to live up to his
family's reputation as strong soccer players.
''My brother Jeff has the only
individual men's soccer plaque in
the trophy case, so I feel like I have
something to prove," he said.
Wilson, son of Dave and Melody Wilson, also signed his letter
of intent to play on the team for
Harding.
Colby Wilson, a center-mid,
has been named to the All-State
team two years in a row and has
led the Searcy Lions to the state
finals twice.
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BEAT THE REPPIES!

Midnight
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game. .

positive
use of
negative
space.
advertise. the bison.
507-279-4330.
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Francis resigns coaching position
After eight years as the Lady Bisons' basketball coach, Brad Francis will step
down at the end of this season.
Francis, a 1988 Harding graduate, began his career as assistant to Athletic
Director Greg Harden at Harding Academy. Francis became the academy's
women's head coach in 1989 when Hamden took the women's head coaching
position at the university. As head coach for the academy, Francis had a 159-54 ·
record.
In 1995, Francis joined the Lady Bison staff as an assistant coach under
Harden while also serving as the univerSity's NCAA compliance coordinator. .
Francis has continued to serve as the school's compliance coordinator since
he took over as the Lady Bisons' head coach in 1997. During his second year as
coach, Francis earned recognition as Coach of the Year in the Lone Star Conference North Division.
As Harding's head coach, Francis holds a 99-114 record. The team is 11-15
overall this season and 4-10 in the Gulf South Conference. The Lady Bisons have
one game remaining this season against Henderson State University Saturday at
6p.m.
Francis was unable to be reached for comment. The school·said Sunday it is
beginning a national search for Francis' replacement.

Simpson receives ESPN honors
Lady Bison forward Chelsea Simpson was named to ESPN the Magazine's
All-District IV College Division Women's Basketball Team Feb. 18.
Simpson, a native of Byng, Okla., averages 5.6 points and 5.6 rebounds per
game.
Simpson is a sophomore on the court and a senior by hours. She is an eaMy
childhood education major with a 4.0 grade point average.
Simpson earned third-team honors and is the fourth Lady Bison to earn academic all-district accolades, the first since Heather lawrence in 2003.
Members of the College Sports Information Directors of America vote on
ESPN the Magazine's Academic All-District Teams. District VI College Division includes NCAA II, NCAA Ill and NAIA universities from Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Mississippi and New Mexico.
·

Lady Bisons tennis improves record
The Lady Bisons won five of six singles matches and two of three doubles
matches Feb. 17 as they defeated Arkansas Tech University 7-2 in Russellville, Ark.
Harding, 7-2 on the season, improved to 2-0 in South Region matches and ·
3-1 on the road.
Sophomore Milena Chisaca received her team-high eighth win of the season
at the No. 2 spot and junior Catherine Carui won at the No. 3 spot.
The Lady Bisons also won two tiebreakers, Junior Maria Hernandez won the
first set at the No. 4 singles spot and picked up the win in the second set tiebreaker. Junior Catrina Kelly won her seventh victory in eight matches this season:
The Lady Bisons.are back in action Saturday aga[~t Rhodes College .in
Conway, Ark.

Congratulations to last week's Sports Challenge winner, freshman Scott Kimberly. This week's tie breaker is
Saturday's Harding basketball game versus Henderson State
University. It's the final home game of the year, so go out and
cheer on the Bisons! Fill out the information below and check
off your picks for the games (including the exact score of the
tie breaker), then rip this form out of the paper and drop it in
the Sports Challenge box on the ledge next to the Post Office
windows. Good luck!

Name._______________________
Box#______________
Phone#_ ______________

.

NCAA Basketball
Providence @ Syracuse
_ Kentucky @ Alabama _
_ Connecticut @ Pittsburgh
_ Texas Tech @ Texas A & M _
Louisville @ Memphis
NBA Basketball ·

Senior John Tomassoni attempts to score during the Feb. 13 game against St. Louis University in Missouri. The team went
on to win the game 8-6 despite inclement weather.

Lacrosse Springs into action
KELLIOHRENBERGER
business manager

The nationally ranked Harding
lacrosse club kicked off its spring
season with a 2-2 record, mounting
wins over St. Louis University and
Stephen F. Austin University.
According to the National
Coaches Poll, Harding is ranked
12th in the nation, and is ranked
first in the Great Rivers Lacrosse
Conference preseason poll. Seniors
Johnathan ~ohnson, Mark Bates,
and John Tdmassoni and sophomore JP Allen.,lead the team as
captains.
Tomassoni said· team members
are prepared to~live up to the high
expectations placed upon them.
"As far as physical ability goes,
we're ready to take on these teams,"
Tomassoni said. "If we are organized and are able to stay strong
mentally through all of the games,
I know we can do it."
Team members are confident
they will perform well throughout
the season.
'We have a really hard schedule
this season, and we are playing
several teams in the A division, but
we are starting to work together
as a team and bring our intensity
level up, so we're going to be able
to dominate most teams," senior
Joey Tennison said.
Several underclassmen who
have stepped up to make major
contributions early in the season

include freshmen Brandon Riley alties hurt them in the Creighton game.
and Josh Jaros.
Assistant coach Ben Confalone
'We should have won, but we
said the freshmen have picked up ended on a positive note and talked
the game so quickly that the team about what we needed to do to
can trust them all to do well dur- get better for our game the next
day," Tomassoni said. 'We turned
ing the game.
''The new players also remind the loss into something positive
for the next game,
the older guys how
important it is to "The new players also remind and we came out
work hard and the older guys how important really s~ng.''
keep a good atHarding moun±·
it is to work h~ud and keep a
titude," Confaed a tl:ong offengood attitude."
lone said.
.siveattack aga:inst
Harding's
SFAU Feb. 20. ToBEN CONFALONE,
opening games
massoni, Junior
Alan Frost and
in St. Louis Feb.
COACH
sophomore Joe
12-13 began with
Szostak led the
a loss to Lindenwood University, but ended with team in scoring.
a 8-6 victory over St. Louis U niTennison and senior Adam
versity, despite poor weather and Beveridge, sophomore J.P. Allen, and freshmen Brandon Rifield conditions.
Junior Kyle Latourette said the ley and George Wadsworth also
field was a mud pit because of a added points to the scoreboard
downpour that lasted throughout for Harding, making the final
score 20-3.
the game.
"It felt like we were walking
Sophomore Kyle Kuepker
through cement," Latourette said. said Sunday's game was good
'We just pushed through, had fun because the team never gave up
and did the best we could under or let down.
"It was a big win for us and
the circumstances."
Harding played its first home really got our confidence up for
game of the season Feb. 19 and next weekend's games," Kueplost to Creighton University by a ker said.
The team travels to Stillwanarrow margin of 10-12. Despite
a solid Harding lead early in the , ter, Okla., this weekend to take
game, Creighton rallied in the third on the University of Texas at
Arlington and Oklahoma State
quarter to clench the win.
Tomassoni said the team's pen- University. •

The students' pharmacy 1s the ...

•

:1: MEDI:9!~=~:!~~-~~-~!MACY

Cleveland @ Indiana
_ Phoenix @ Dallas _
_ Sacremento @ Philadelphia _
_ Atlanta @ L. A. Clippers _
Chicago @ Charlotte
Tie Breaker:
Harding Basketball
Guess the exact score of Saturday's game
Harding vs. Henderson State _
*Editors picks are in bold

Boyce Arnett, P.D.
Class of'66

Casey McLeod, Pharm.D
Class of '97
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THROUGH THE LENS
Butch Gardner,
director of First
Year Experience,
rakes leaves in
a yard during
Harding's fourthannual Day of
Service.

•
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Day of Service inspires new attitude
edn,.esday, I had the opportunity to
run around Searcy, taking photographs of all the service projects
happening. Throughout the-day,
an event that I first looked upon as
an uninvited obligation and waste of time
turned into an eye-opening and self-convicting experience.
Harding did a wonderful thing by taking the initiative to provide us with specific
service projects, all the supplies we'd need
and even half a day of classes so we could
go out and serve others.
I'll admit, I was quite disappointed Wednesday morning when I woke up and saw the
rainy mess· of a day outside. I checked The
Weather Channel Web site only to find it
was also frigidly cold (hey, rm a F1oridian,
what can I say). But Student Association
President Jimmy Huffs words of encouragement in chapel provided just the boost that
I needed to remind me of why the day was
dedicated to service.
Whether it's because of not knowing what
to do or 'simply a lack of motivation to do it,
many of us tend to shirk our duties as servants
to God and to others i,niGod's honor.
We shouldn't wait for a good opportunity
to serve others. Granted, tl].e right conditions
can make any situatioti'better, but it's our
duty to look past that and persevere in our
quest to fulfill what we were put on earth for,
regardless of a little rain (and almost freezing temperatures).
I, like many people here, have many areas of
my life that need improvement. Serving others
is a huge one. Wednesday reminded me how

W

To See and
Be Seen
It is all too easy to get caught up in the
negative attitude that the rest of the
world holds.
important that is and should be to me.
Life, obviously, is not about following others
by fulfilling our own selfish needs. However, it
is all too easy to get caught up in the negative
attitude that the rest of the world holds.
So, hold yourself accountable for what you
should be doing instead of disregarding your
role as a Christian in this temporary world.
Step out of the worldly box to which we all
too often conform.
I know it will take a lot more than just one
day to change and become what I know I need
to be, but it has definitely given me a great
starting point and a fine example.
I think we should strive to not only have a
day, but a lifetime of continual service.
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